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Hi Natalie,
Thanks for bringing your clients to see Judith Zou and I today regarding a potential subdivision to
create 2 additional lots at Amuri Road.
As stated in the meeting, the proposal has a non-complying activity status. FNDC cannot guarantee
the outcome of these applications. Carefull consideration of the gateway tests, evidence regarding
effects and written approvals would be expected.
The written approvals are important because Amuri Road is a private road. In their absence, limited
or even full notification would be likely.
I understand that your client considers the land too rocky to have production potential as per the RPS.
Some evidence for this would need to be provided from a suitably qualified person. You should also
consider expert evidence regarding landscape and rural character. While some obs and pols consider
production there are other obs and pols regarding landscape, open space and habitat. The
consideration of obs and pols should be balanced and not cherry pick.
We discussed the state of Amuri Road with Consents Engineer Judith Zou. It is a private road, it
might be needing a waiting lane near bridge (private bridge). Your client stated he has spoken to the
other users of the road and is willing to do some upgrade. The nature of these upgrades should be
stated in the application. Preferably with evidence from an engineer. Confirmation of the suitability of
the bridge would also be required because of s.106 of the RMA and because of RPS policy on natural
hazards and access. As the road is not going to vest there will be a breach of Chapter 15 Access
rules. The application would therefore be a combined landuse and subdivision application. The ROW
would need to be upgraded to the standard required for accessing 3 household equivalents.
Please advise if there is anything you would like me to add to these notes. Please feel free to include
these notes in your application in due course.
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